Why won't you admit that all these things are your fault?

T h o m a s M e rto n

AN
ANTIPOEM

4. Analysis of the above, a) Underlies.
The fallacy underlies the plaintiff because he argues.
But the plaintiff is only half ~vhite. When a half-white
plaintiff puts forward an argument he had better take a
look underneath it. He will discover an underlying fallacy. This is due to the fact that his argument is neither
black nor white but mixed. If he were all black the fallacy would not be "underlying" but evident on the surface.
Thus it follows that the fallacy of the plaintiff consists
in his having chosen a half-white argument and stuck to
it, in spite of the act which declares him equal.
5. Meanwhile, who is this that is found underlying the
plaintiff? That is what this tribunal would now like to
discover. How would you feel if it turned out to be
your sister?
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6. b) Consists.
The plaintiff is a living contradiction. The notion of
consistency does not apply to his case.

(Received some months
before the author's death.)

8. d) EnJorces.
The court enforces the separation of the plaintiff from
his own argument and thereby from the underlying fallacy. He is now liberated from all his mistakes. He does
not have to go to jail. The Court however enforces the
separation of the races, the separation of the acts, the
separation of the stamps, the separation of the badges,
and the separation of the constructions. They are all equal.

1. "We consider the underlying fallacy of the plaintiff's
argument to consist in the assumption that enforced separation of the two races stamps the colored race with a
badge of inferiority. If this be so it is not by reason of
anything found in the act but solely because the colored
race chooses to put that construction upon it."
Plessy vs. Ferguson, 163. U.S., 537. (1896)
2. The whole issue is a question of choice. We are only
giving you what you want. Why don't you make up your
minds?
3. The trouble with the argument is an underlying fallacy
which has the following characteristics:
a) It underlies
b) It consists
c) It assumes
d) It enforces
e) It Separates
f) It stamps

7. c) Assumes.
To assume is the same as "to consist in the assumption." But we have seen above that consistency is ruled
out of the present case. So is~ the assumption. How can
anything "consist in an assumption" which is at the same
time "an underlying fallacy"?

9. e) Separates.
Separation stamps: stamps separate. Consider yourself
stamped.
10. f) Stamps.
Here is your badge. Get back in the other car and stay
there. Only there can you be equal. Don't you want to be
equal?
1 1. The colored race is now in a separate toilet constructing what is not found in the act. This shall be made
known to all by these presents as "Plessy's fallacy" (or his
"underlying assumption").
12. Why did you choose that badge in the first place?
Now that you have it, wear it. It stamps you with a
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unique choice.
13. We consider the overbearing fantasy of the plaintiff's
integument to consist in an assumed pigmentation which
forces him to segregate. BUt this enforced separation is
entirely voluntary. To be forced to separate is the only
way to be free and equal.
14. If this be so, Plessy is found in the act.
15. He thought he was wearing a badge of inferiority but
we taught him different.
16. We consider the plaintiff to consist of two separate
and equal races. Thus he cleverly enforces his own assumptions. He is free twice. He is equal twice. This gives
him an unfair advantage.
17. They get together in segregated schools and Churches
where they conspire to stamp each other with badges of
inferiority. They undermine the American way of life.
18. Was anything of the sort ever found in the act? Only
the colored race is found in the act. The white race is in
the other car where no badge is necessary and nobody is
ever stamped. There is indeed an act but nobody is found
in it.
19. To wear a badge is the same as being found in the
act. This is solely the construction of the colored race
which began at the beginning and went on building.
20. (Years later, a/ter many other acts, many other assumptions, decisions and, above all, constructions)
Dear Mr. Ferguson:
Do you remember your decision?
It certainly was a good one, seeing that it outlasted all
the other decisions meant to reverse it. Well, at present
you have the suburbs and we have the cities. You now
claim that we do not wish to join you in the suburbs because de facto possession of the cities gives us an unfair
advantage. Therefore you insist that the police must keep
us segregated in the cities. The underlying fallacy of your
argument is that the enforced separation of the two races
stamps the colored race with a badge of superiority. If
this be so it is not by reason of anything found in the act
but solely because the colored race chooses to put that
construction upon it.
21. (Envoi: Ferguson with Judges)
We opened the door for the colored race. We knew it
was their only way out. They themselves closed it. Perhaps they had misunderstood our motives. Thus we
found ourselves all locked up together in the same construction. Only one question now remains: who will be
the first to set fire to the building?
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RECORDS
The first Cliburn recordings of Rachmaninov and
Tchaikovsky concertos ten years ago demonstrated that
he played even such inferior music with the intelligence,
taste and discipline of a great musician; and later recordings of Beethoven, Mozart, Schumann and Chopin provided conclusive evidence that he was one of the musical
giants among pianists today. Conclusive evidence, that is,
for those who could hear; but in the press he continued
to be treated as a mere virtuoso performer of Rachmaninov and Tchaikovsky attempting--commendably,
but unsuccessfully--to learn how to play better music.
And as recently as last spring the New Yorker critic who
heard in Barenboim's performance of Beethoven's Appassionata Sonata the "extraordinary musical taste and
"infallible sense of form" of "one of the world's important artists of the keyboard" found Cliburn's playing in
Chopin's E-minor Concerto to be "a bit glib, w i t h . . , no
profound understanding of the Chopin style." I note for
the record that Barenboim's undisciplined playing in the
Appassionata revealed a total lack of the taste and intelligence and sense of form that made Cliburn's grandly
impassioned playing in the Chopin concerto that of a
distinguished artist; and then go on to report that my
most overwhelming musical experience in recent months
was this artist's performances of Chopin's Sonatas Opp.
35 and 58 on the RCA Victor stereo record. What was
overwhelming was not only the works themselves as Cliburn performed them--with a sustained grandeur unprecedented in my experience (the maestoso style in
which Rubinstein begins Op. 58 is not maintained beyond the opening section), and with the new expressive
dimension this gave them; it was also hearing the noteto-note operation of awesome musical powers in some
of the greatcst making of music on the piano I had ever
heard.
The old clich6s about the orchestral extravagances
covering melodic poverty that the New Yorker critic has
written about Berlioz have revealed his similar inability
to hear the actual music which contradicts them, exemplified in the great melodic writing and marvelous writing for a few winds and strings in the songs Les Nuits
d'Etd. The superb performance of these songs that Eleanor Steber recorded years ago is still available; and an
Angel stereo record now offers another fine one, with
the lovely singing of Janet Baker in the beautiful orchestral contexts that Barbirolli--operating with uncustomary straightforwardness for once--produces with the
New Philharmonia.
Another Angel stereo record has 13th to 16th-century
Andalusian songs sung by Victoria de los Angeles to ac-
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